
Achilles Risk Profile 

We conduct an “Achilles Risk Profile” of potential witness, party, expert, or juror to identify 
actionable intelligence on any issue. SSP Blue establishes histories of persons and entities, 
links and connections, activities and behavioral patterns, strengths and vulnerabilities.  

• Compile intelligence on opposing litigants to expose bias 
• Conduct social media background 

research on potential jurors in 
multi-million dollar cases 

• Locate a missing witness using 
social media sites, even if the 
witness did not have a profile—her 
young daughter did 

• Use information from a judge’s 
profile to get judges disqualified 
from cases (primarily based on 
bias) 

• Locate an elusive individual and 
serve her based on information the individual had posted in her social media profiles 

• Create detailed work-up of a potential juror 
• Assist forensic accountants to investigate fraud or embezzlement and to analyze financial 

information for use in legal proceedings

Investigative  
Intelligence  
For Law Firms

SSP Blue’s Investigative Intelligence provides law firms the most effective way to 
conduct an open source intelligence (OSINT) investigation of clients, opposing parties, 
potential and seated jurors, experts, and judges. We find persuasive, useful, available, 
and admissible evidence.  
SSP Blue utilizes highly skilled military trained cyber intel analysts with a specialized 
set of tools and technologies not available to the public to identify and provide 
actionable intel that helps lawyers win their cases. Our OSINT investigations comply 
with ABA Model Rule 4.2 and are in line with state ethical rules that define attorney 
ethics in OSINT investigations.
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 Founder of SSP Blue, Hemu Nigam, is a former federal prosecutor against online crimes and 
former chief security and privacy officer of News Corporation, Fox, and MySpace. He oversaw 
globally 40+ digital properties including FoxSports.com, AmericanIdol.com, MySpace.com, 
and had teams on the ground in EMEA, APAC, SAPAC, and LatAm. Hemu has held top secret 
clearance in both the public and private sectors. Our team consists of top secret cleared, ex-
military online counter-intelligence officers who have served in active combat in several of 
the armed services, prior to joining us. Given this expertise, we have authorized access to 
specialized investigative intelligence tools that are not available to the general public. 

hnigam@sspblue.com 310.909.6757

Achilles Awareness Monitoring 

People and entities are increasingly active online. We put 
targets on what we call “Achilles Awareness Monitoring” to 
identify postings that may be useful in legal proceedings.  

SSP Blue uses technologies not available to the public to 
monitor the public, deep, and dark web to identify 
ongoing actionable intelligence. 

• Monitoring covers any social media site including 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Tumblr, 
SnapChat, the Deep and Dark Web 

• Ability to search and analyze Twitter’s private 
“firehose” of Tweets to find tweets by adversaries, 
witnesses, experts, and jurors 

• Geo-fence online monitoring to gain situational 
awareness during heated legal battles 

• Using highly specialized technologies not available to 
the public backed by cyber analysts 

• Monitor patterns of life to provide intel that helps 
forensic accountants find hidden assets, evidence of 
fraud, or unauthorized use of funds 

Investigative Intelligence  
For Law Firms

SSP Blue welcomes the opportunity to discuss with 
your firm how our services can help you win.
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